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[Foreign Minister Ch'iao and his party were escorted into the Secretary's
suite. After initial greetings, representatives of the press were brought
in for a few minutes to photograph the Secretary and Foreign Minister :.7
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
met.

It has been almost ten months since we last

Secretary Kissinger: Your Ambassador L_Huang Hu.Y has since learned
the he has less of an LEnglish]accent than I do.
You have met all of my friends here. Ambassador Moynihan-- he is
extremely competent. The other day the Albanian Ambassador attacked
the U.S. Moynihan responded by attacking the Soviet Union. Malik did
not know what hit him.
Ambassador Moynihan: What I said was that the Albanian Ambassador
had missed an opportunity to attack that superpower which styles itself
as Socialist.
Secretary Kissinger: I have read the Foreign Minister's speech. This
time you fired some real cannons.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

Half real; half empty.

The empty ones were fired at the British.

I told the Soviet Ambassador that we are gaining on them. Of course,
he was so wounded by what you said ~bout the Soviet Union] that he
didn't notice LCh'iao's attacks on the U .SJ. But I told him that in every
category we are gaining on him.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: So much about my speech. I would like to
listen to your views, as I have not seen you in a while. I would like to
listen to your views on the international situation as a whole.
Secretary Kissinger:
Huang Chen.

We have kept you informed through Ambassador

Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: We appreciate that. Every time there has been
some development you have informed us. But what is your view of the
international situation as a whole?
.· ,· . ~·.; >·,"
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Secretary Kissinger: The basic situation -- with respect to the Soviet
Union-- let me begin there. The basic tendencies which we have
commented on before are continuing, or somewhat increasing. We believe
they are divided evenly between East and West.
According to our perception, the LSoviets~ physical strength and the
capabilities for pressure are the same in either direction. The danger
is about even.
Our assessment is that they Lthe Soviets] are probably in a period of
transition from one leadership to another.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

But what is the tendency?

Well -- (pausi/ I think the tendency --

L}Jrs. Kissinger enters the room and is introduced to the Foreign Minister
and the other Chinese guests. She departs after a few words with the
Secretary on her plans for the evening :]
Secretary Kissinger (continuing); What is the tendency of their policy?
It is very hard to tell in a succession situation, as those with the highest
inclination to grasp power have the highest motivation to mask their
intentions. Assuming that Kirilenko -- [the Chinese discuss among
themselves to clarify the Soviet leader mentioned by the Secretary].
We would expect them to continue on their present course, but with
some less flexibility. But since he LRirilenkQ.7 is likely to be even more
dependent on vested bureaucratic interests than Brezhnev, the military
element is likely to have a relatively larger influence. This Lfirsf/
successor group is likely to be succeeded in three or four years by a
younger group which will almost certainly try to establish the
supremacy of the Party.
This is our assessment. I do not know whether it agrees with yours?
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Well, on some points we do not share your
views. We differ in that a change in the leadership in the Soviet Union if a new leadership comes which is not the same as the old one, we are
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sure that its tendency will not change. As for the flexibility of that
leadership, I have no information to indicate that Kirilenko will be less
flexible than Brezhnev. We know him well, and have no such impression.
Secretary Kissinger:

Will he be more flexible?

Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Such is the case with the Soviet Union that
when a man is in power he sings a different tune when he is in power
than a man who is not in power. So we do not think that the new man
will be much different.
In 1964 when Khrushchev fell from power we knew this man Brezhnev
well. When he took office we thought some change in their policy might
be possible, as we had had previous contact with Brezhnev. But
Brezhnev continued his expansionist policy even more viciously and
actively.
Secretary Kissinger:
present coursi}?

So you think they will continue {on their

Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Basically. There is a false impression held
by some of our Western friends because Brezhnev talks peace and
coexistence. But their military talks strength. These are two tendencies
in one situation.
Secretary Kissinger:

Are we one of those friends?

Foreign Minister Ch'iao (with a somewhat surprised look on his face):
At least I think this idea is widespread in Europe .
Last year I met Chancellor Schmidt [and raised this topic with him].
He thought that Brezhnev was more flexible, and if it was a question of
others coming to power it was better to keep Brezhnev.
Secretary Kissinger:

You will see Schmidt in November?

Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:

:

.....

_

Late October.

Secretary Kissinger: My view of the basic tendency of Soviet policy is
that there is no basic disagreement within their leadership. But as in
this country [the U.S J, ambitious people will express different
attitudes. But this is not a reflection of basic differences in philosophy.
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Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Of course you have made a very detailed study
of this. Since there are [now] economic difficulties in the world, all
the Soviet leaders have made the same assessment of the West. They
do not speak out [directly], but their scholars have. These scholars
expressed differences in tactics, although their major assessments [of the
situation in the Wesfl are the same.
This is one subject. We can leave it aside and continue our studies [Of
Soviet intention§].
Secretary Kissinger: Let me say one thing. Our assessment of Soviet
tendencies does not differ from yours, but our strategic problem is
different than yours.
Your strategic problem is to call the attention to the dangers of this
tendency. Our strategic problem is to be in a position to resist these
tendencies when they occur. To do this we have to demonstrate for
our domestic situation that no other alternative is available.
Therefore we must use language Ld.escriptivEi? of our relations [With the
USSIQ which you do not like. But this is the only way for the United
States to pursue a really strong policy. If you observe our actual policies in
the Middle East, Portugal, Angola, or other areas, when the Soviet Union tries
to expand we resist -- even in the face of domestic or foreign criticism.
There is a prize fight on television every Tuesday night. You cannot
stand flat-footed in the middle of the ring waiting for people to hit you.
But not everyone who moves is running away.
Shall we have dinner?
{The party moved from the sitting room and seated themselves at the
dining table]
Secretary Kissinger : This is a brief visit for you, Mr. Foreign
Minister. Are you going back Lto Chini? next week?
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

Yes.

How is the Prime Minister's health?

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

He is still in the hospital,
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Secretary Kissinger:

I still think of him with respect and affection.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

Thank you.

Well, you said just now that in my speech to the U.N. General Assembly
I fired some real cannons. I feel that after a period of time you will come
to understand Lmy reasons for firing these cannon!27 .
One other point on which I do not agree with you: the Soviet Union,
geographically speaking, is in the middle. But proceeding from the
realities of the situation, as I have often told you on many occasions,
the focal point of the Soviet Union is in the West, not the East.
Secretary Kissinger: Frankly, I can develop an equally plausible
interpretation for either course. I am not saying the focal point is in
the East. I am saying that I do not know. But whether the focal point
is in the West or the East, if they attack one, then the other will be the
next victim. So it does not matter.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Well, this is a point of major importance,
which affects how you look at the present situation and events of the
future.
Secretary Kissinger: If the focal point is in the West, what should we
be doing differently? How should we act [if the Soviets are primarily
focussing on the Wesf/ as opposed to their focussing on the East? I am
openminded -Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Quite differently. Well, let me give you an
historical analogy on this. If in 1938 the Western politicians had had a
clear idea that the focal point of Germany was in Europe, things might
have turned out quite differently.
Secretary Kissinger: But if in 1939 the Soviet Union had understood
whether the focal point was in the East or the West, the situation would
also have been quite different. But I am openminded.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
agnostic.

To return to philosophy, you are a Kantian

Secretary Kissinger: You have this basic advantage over me.
You progressed to Hegel.
/' ·~C
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The Soviet Union believes that they can undermine the will to resist
of the West politically -Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:

Of course they wish to achieve this.

Secretary Kissinger: -- but in the East, they must undermine it
militarily. That is my view, but it is based on agnosticism.
Our policy is based on the proposition that a strategic gain on either
[the U.S. or ChincJ is a disaster for the other. Therefore we seek to
prevent either.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: You are right on this point. But you must
have a very clear judgment about what is the focal point, as this has a
bearing on many policies.
Secretary Kissinger:
differently?

But if it is in the West, what should we be doing

Foreign Minister Ch 1iao (pauses in reflection):

Your--

Secretary Kissinger (Ambassador Huang Hua):
this evening!

You are my advisor

Chang Han-chih (whispers in Chinese to Ch 1iao):

Helsinki.

Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: Of course, your moves have both internal
and external considerations. We have our differences. We notice your
moves in the West and Eastern worlds. But some of your moves are not
necessary.
Secretary Kissinger: But we are speaking now as friends. I know
you want to strengthen Western Europe. We want to also. I would
not consider this criticism.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao I would not like to mention highly controversial
points, even among ourselves. But I should mention the Helsinki
Conference. We do not see why it was necessary for you to take such
a step. Why didn 1t you delay? I do not know why you permit them to
take such a form which is of need to the Soviet Union.
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We do not exactly know your idea. Perhaps it was that Brezhnev is
relatively good among the Soviet leaders and you thought you wanted
to stabilize his position among these leaders. This is my own idea [of
what the Secretary had in min47.
I will be very candid. There is a contradiction Lin your positio:rY':
On the one hand you said that the Helsinki agreement has no binding
force. On the other hand, [Your agreement with the Soviets] took the
form of a conference. This is contradictory.
Secretary Kissinger:
personally.

Our motives had nothing to do with Brezhnev

I once had the intention of writing a book on Bismarck. I find him more
interesting than Metternich, with whom I am usually identified. Bismark
was more modern. He once wrote that a sentimental policy knows no
reciprocity.
The European Security Conference cannot be analyzed in the context of
just this year. You have to understand it in terms of its history. It was
around for more than ten years as an idea. We negotiated on it for three
years. We used it as a safety valve these past three years for other
problems.
My instructions to our delegation were that they should remain one step
behind the other European governments. We did not take the lead -although we did not block the conference either.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: This is what you told me last year. But at
that time you had not decided whether to convene it as a summit meeting
or a conference of foreign ministers.
Secretary Kissinger: That is correct. The foreign ministers' meeting
was preempted as a result of Giscard's meeting with Schmidt in December
Lduring which they agreed to hold the Conference at the summit leve!7.
But I submit that you overestimate the European Security Conference.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

-±'01?

No. That is not the case.

What is its significance?
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Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: The American press has almost compared
the European Security Conference to another Munich.
Secretary Kissinger:
complete unreality.

The American press is in a mood of nihilism,

Mr. Foreign Minister, the same people who called the European Security
Conference another Munich would organize a real Munich at the first
crisis. The most destructive thing we can do is to pay attention to our
press in its presently destructive mood.
There is one certain prediction: The only way to pursue a strong foreign
policy is to do as we are now doing with the Soviet Union. If we are only
rhetorically strong, the Washington Post and New York Times would be
saying that we missed an opportunity for progress. Any third secretary
in the Soviet Embassy could dangle hints of progress before the press, and
we would be spending all of our time explaining why we are unresponsive.
Just read our press of the 1960s! I would much rather have the New York
Times to my right than on my left.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: About our assessment of the Helsinki conference,
there is one point I would like to clarify: We do not attach much importance
to that conference. There has not been even one editorial in our papers,
only some commentaries.
Secretary Kissinger: I do not know if I like that. Indifference is a
worse punishment than criticism.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: In our recent speeches we made criticism
of the Helsinki conference. The Soviet Union has lauded it to the skies.
But in terms of the international situation, this will all soon evaporate.
Secretary Kissinger. I agree. It Lthe conferencti? had to be brought to
a conclusion, as its continuation gave it a greater significance than it
deserved. It was not worth a battle over the question of [whether to holc;O
a summit. If the Soviet Union gained [from the conferenc~, it was
internally not internationally.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Whether this conference was convened or not,
how long it was held, or the form it took-- a summit meeting or foreign
ministers' conference -- these things cannot affect the international
situation.
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Secretary Kissinger: I do not think the results of the conference affected
either. Borders -- there are no unrecognized borders in Europe. They
were all recognized before the conference.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: But there are some difficulties in it. Politically,
they [the Soviet~? can make some propaganda -- not legally -- that the
borders are now more settled.
Secretary Kissinger: But the borders of the Balkans were fixed in 1946;
the borders between Poland and the Federal Republic were established
at Yalta. There are no unrecognized frontiers. What fixes the borders
now is the presence of 25,000 Soviet tanks between the Oder and the Elbe.
Until that situation changes there will be no fpolitica!] changes.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: But at least this conference gives people the
idea that the Soviets can station troops in Europe.
Secretary Kissinger: I doubt that we gave the Soviets anything in this
agreement. We are trying to weaken Soviet influence /Jn central EuropEiJ
by [Presidentia17 visits and by our developing military relations with the
Yugoslavs. But changes requires a political process in Europe.
At the conference, the attitudes of Yugoslavia and Romania, and less so
Poland, were most interesting.
At any rate, I do not exclude the possibility that we make mistakes -although I seldom will admit it. But our strategy is to weaken the Soviet
Union.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I know you have taken some steps toward the
Soviet Union -- tactical measures.
Secretary Kissinger: At present no other strategy is possible -- unless
you have some other idea?
Foreign Minister Ch'iao (after a pause): Your former Secretary of State
Stirn son had a policy of "non-recognition."

..,

Secretary Kissinger: We tried that with you for twenty years. It was
not one of our most successful policies. (Laughter)
/;:· :;:·o' ,~- (
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Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: But in the end you gained the initiative. You
did not recognize the Japanese occupation of northeast China as legal. In
this you gained the initiative, so at the end of World War II as you did not
recognize the Japanese occupation, the initiative was in American hands.
Secretary Kissinger:

But the Soviets haven't --

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Hasn't the United States accorded more or
less recognition to what the Soviets are doing in Eastern Europe?
Secretary Kissinger: This is a different situation from northeast China,
as technically there are independent governments there [in Eastern
Europ~ . But our strategy is to weaken the Soviet presence in Eastern
Europe; to make it more costly for them to hold on.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
is not an exact analogy.

But that is only one example. I agree that it

Secretary Kissinger: We do not believe that the European Security
Conference changed that situation in favor of the Soviet Union.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Perhaps this is the case with you, but quite
many other countries think that the problems in Europe have been settled.
Secretary Kissinger:

Which Lcountrie!if?

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Just read their General Assembly speeches!
You will see their groundless optimism, their great expectations about
detente.
Secretary Kissinger: My impression -- we have taken your advice about
strengthening our relations with Europe. My meetings with my colleagues
from Britain, Germany, and France, and others, indicate that they have no
illusions.
Foreign Minister Ch 1 iao:
You are right. Our European friends also
told us the same thing. Our friends in Britain, Germany, France, and
Italy said that they would first of all strive for detente, and secondly
heighten their vigilance. Some of our friends told us that they would
seek to strengthen their defenses .
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Secretary Kissinger:
others, more so.

I would not necessarily

r~ly

on the Italians. The

Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Theoretically speaking, this is a two-sided policy.
In actuality, what do they stress? Do they strive for detente, or to prepare
for war?
Secretary Kissinger: The basic problem in every European country is
the complexity of their domestic situations. Strong Communist Parties
directed by the Soviet Union seek to use their influence to pressure the
Socialists -- except in Germany.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Therefore, the illusion of detente can only
help the revisionist parties gain in influence.
Secretary Kissinger: Unless a series of crises create a situation where
what you call the revisionist parties can claim that only they can create
peace.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

But now there is such a tendency.

It existed all the time.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

But the atmosphere of detente has helped them.

Secretary Kissinger: That is a matter of judgment. I believe the
previous atmosphere was of more help to them [than the present oni}.
But I understand the argument {jou are making]. I do not believe it is a
trivial one .
You remember that I suggested that you invite Senator Jackson to China
as he represents a tendency which, if strengthened, would make a really
strong policy impossible.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

I understand that.

Secretary Kissinger: I agree with your concern about Europe. The
European political structure was so affected by two wars that their leadership has lost confidence.
Take the Italian situation. This has nothing to do with detente. There _;i.s~::··_~
a complete collapse of will on the part of the leadership of the Christiah:>:,. ""' -~
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Democrats and a misperception on the part of the Church of the real
danger. Italy does not have a foreign policy.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

How do you look at Portugal?

Secretary Kissinger: I don't want to be scolded by the Chinese representative at the United Nations again, so I will be careful. (Laughter)
One superpower has been active, so we are not far behind. Basically we
thought that this was an internal Portugese situation. And because of our
internal situation we did very little.
We are now working with our European friends to keep groups supported
by Moscow from gaining the upper hand. There has been a tactical improvement-- a great tactical improvement-- in the situation. The problem now is
whether our European friends will celebrate a victory or realize that these
Moscow-supported groups have to be systematically reduced in influence.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: This struggle will be a long-term one. No
matter what you tell your European friends, we tell our European friends
not to overestimate the strength of the Communist Parties. We think we
know them better than you do. We once told Western European friends to
give a free hand to the so-called Communist Parties. Let them take power
and expose themselves in power. They said that they couldn't think of
such a thing .
Secretary Kissinger: I do not think you really do either. Do you mean
[Jet them take powei} in Portugal, or elsewhere?
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Portugal. In that case, the Communist Party
of Portugal cannot control the Portugese army.
Secretary Kissinger: We do not overestimate the strength of the
Communist Party of Portugal. We have to let things mature to a certain
point. First, we did not have the domestic capability; and secondly we
had to bring Western Europe to understand what the situation was.
Thirdly, we had to make certain that Soares was not Kerenski.
Anyway, the situation in Portugal is at an early stage and can go in either
direction.
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Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Well, I think that if our European friends,
backed by our American friends, take tactful action, the Soviets cannot
gain the upper hand.
I do not know if you remember, but you told me that ultimately the Soviet
Union will have to use its army to gain influence.
Secretary Kissinger: What I said was that the Soviets cannot expand
[their influenc~ without using military power to make their point. They
have not won a political victory yet.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: There is a good example to illustrate your
point. If it were not necessary for the Soviets to rely on military force
then it would not be necessary for them to put so many troops in Central
Europe.
Secretary Kissinger: Yes, it is striking that thirty years after they put in
troops /].n the various Central European countrie~, the governments
have no legitimacy. They have to govern with traditional nationalism.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: In our view, if the Soviet Union takes
adventuristic action it will lose Eastern Europe.
Secretary Kissinger: I agree, where do you think they will take action?
Western Europe? This is why I have my doubts about their real focal
point being Western Europe.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao (after a short pause): Well, the situation is
very difficult. There are contradictions in everything.
We have stated our views to you on many occasions. Western Europe
is the focal point-- Chairman Mao told you -- if the Soviet Union cannot
gain hegemony over Western Europe, it cannot control the world. In
our view, and your view, Eastern Europe is a liability of the Soviet
Union, but they see it as an asset.
Secretary Kissinger: I agree that the Soviet Union's long-range objective
is to turn Western Europe into a kind of Finland. The question is how it
will really do that. I am speaking now as a professor, not as Secretary
of State, Either they can do it by a direct move against Europe, or they
can do it by moves which will demonstrate to Western Europe that
are
[arJ irre~!ible {force].
fO"<D ;'0:\;~.
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The question is whether they might make some move in the Middle East,
or in the Far East {to demonstrate their power to Western Europ~7. But
I am speaking now as a professor; I am not making any predictions. From
where I sit, as Secretary of State, we have to be prepared for any
possibility.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Yes, you are right, but you have to have
priorities on the basis of the urgency of the problem. I agree that the
best way the Soviet Union can do this is to defeat Western European
countries one by one, and turn the area into a Finland.
Secretary Kissinger:

Yes, that is their strategy.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: That is the first part of their strategy, because
the Soviets realize that unless they do this they cannot realize the rest
of their objectives.
There is an old Chinese expression said more than 2, 000 years ago by a
military strategist named Sun Tzu -- Mr. Solomon will know this -- that
the best way to bring your opponents to their knees is not to use soldiers
[but a political stratage~7. The Soviets want to do this, but in our
opinion it is difficult to do.
Now the Soviet Union is waiting for an opportune time. Eventually it will
see that its strategy will not work, and then it will have to use military
means. Of course, now conditions are not right [for a resort to military
forc~7.

When I talked about the European Security Conference, I did not mean
that it was important. I just meant that some words spoken in some quarters
were not beneficial to Europe or to the U.S. This has caused some confusion
in Europe.
Secretary Kissinger: Any confusion in European is not a result of the
European Security Conference; it is a result of the domestic situation,
particularly in Italy, and to some extent in Great Britain. It has to be dealt
with at that level.
Foreign minister Ch'iao: Let me add one point. After the European
Security Conference, due to exaggerated and groundless propaganda,
this has heightened the tendency of certain European friends to be
negative ryassiv~7, especially these Christian Democratic parties.
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Secretary Kissinger: The European Social Democrats are vulnerable
to the Communist Parties. In Italy especially: not in Germany.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao Not long ago I talked with Strauss. He said
to me -- this is no secret-- the Soviet Union intends to bring up Willy
Brandt again .
Secretary Kissinger:

Perhaps that is correct.

Froeign Minister Ch'iao: As he told me, they had grounds to expect
this. I don't know, as I don't know Schmidt very well.
Secretary Kissinger:

Brandt wants to bring up Brandt again!

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

Schmidt is not in good health.

Secretary Kissinger: Schmidt is a good man, although he is not in good
health. He has a thyroid condition, and some other {physicaJ} problems,
but he is very strong [as a leade:r7 . Schmidt made a great mistake -- we
are old friends; we were introduced in 1955 as we were both considered
promising young men-- when I was made Secretary of State he was made
Finance Minister. I thought I had finally gotten ahead of him. He no~ has
retaliated and I can never outmatch him because of our Constitution [which
prevents a foreign born citizen from being Presiden!l. So now I am a
revolutionary. (Laughter)
He made a basic mistake . When he was made Chancellor, he did not also
have himself made head of his party.
_.

/<"

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: The Soviet strategy is to foster the Christi~x£
Democrats in western Europe and then to encourage the Communist
\ ~.~ ,
parties to merge with them.
(
Secretary Kissinger: Yes. This is why the Italian Christian Democrats
are no barrier [to the expansion of Soviet influenccil as they cooperate with
the Communist Party. But as long as Schmidt is Chancellor in the Federal
Republic, this cannot happen /].n Germany}.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Let me tell you a joke I read recently. The
German Christian Democratic leader Kohl, visited Moscow at the same
time that Strauss was visiting Peking to attend the West German [industria!/
exhibition. Our press issued an announcement about Strauss' visit to China,
and so the Soviet Union refused to receive Kohl for three days.
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Secretary Kissinger: The Soviet Union is very stupid. They should
know that it is Strauss' nature to visit all sorts of industrial exhibitions.
When I visited the Soviet Union last year, when I was in the Crimea,
Brezhnev complained bitterly about Schmidt and Genscher. I said, "Of course
you didn't have to send two spies." They replied, "First, East Germany sent
the spies; and secondly, we did not order Brandt to hire them."
Foreign Minister Ch'iao I heard that later Brezhnev apologized to Brandt.
I do not know if this is true or not.
Secretary Kissinger:

But Brandt did it to himself.

Anything we can do to strengthen Schmidt will be helpful. He is coming
to Washington soon.
You mentioned earlier the Soviet speculation about the economic situation
in the West. You might like to know that we are planning a meeting soon
between the President, Giscard, Schmidt, and the Japanese to coordinate
economic policy and deal with this situaiton.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: May I ask a question? How do you evaluate the Miki
government? Because last year in Soochow we {Ch'iao and the Secretary] talked
about the situation in Japan. We had not thought such changes [as have occured
sine~ were possible.
We said we would keep you informed. I can tell you that
before Miki took power we thought he was a friend of China.
Secretary Kissinger: I know he is a friend of China. He is a thoughtful
man, but he heads a weak government. He does not have very great
confidence. They are very timid. We do not think {j.he Miki governmen!/
will last more than two years. But I agree that his policy towards China
is one of friendliness.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

Not completely so.

Because of the hegemony clause?

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

Exactly!

Do you agree?

Secretary Kissinger: I told their Foreign Minister that you LCh'iaq_7
were right when you said I had something to do with drafting this [clause
in the Shanghai Communique dealing with hegemony] .
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I told them to criticize either me or you.

They fear that you will apply the hegemony clause

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Yesterday I talked with the Japanese Foreign
Minister about this situation and made an explanation. I told them on this
point that, first, it was discussed and agreed upon by the U.S. and
China; secondly, I indicated that the anti-hegemony clause is not aimed
at undermin-ing relations between Japan and the United States. He
understands.... this. The main trouble is pressure on them by the Soviet
Union.
Secretary Kissinger: You must know that we told him LM.iyazawa] that
we cannot oppose something that we ourselves signed.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Yes. I also told the Japanese Foreign Minister that
China and the United States had reached agreement on this clause, and
that also we had reached agreement with some small Southeast Asian
countries -- Thailand, the Philippines, and Malaysia. The Soviet Union
did not protest then, only in the case of Japan.
Secretary Kissinger: Do you think they will sign {a peace and friendship treaty with the anti-hegemony claus~?
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
internal problems.

I don't know. I do not understand their

Secretary Kissinger (rising with his glass): Mr. Foreign Minister,
friends, it is a pleasure to welcome you to the United States. If I am not
mistaken, this is your seventh visit to the U.S. It proves that you cannot
let me be ahead in anything, even in the number of visits. (Laughter)
We have noted in general that you have this tendency not to let us get
ahead of you. Next year we will be having our 200th anniversary. You
sent us your archaeological exhibition to show us that 200 years is but
a brief period in Chinese history.
Mr. Foreign Minister, your country and ours have a rather strange
relationship. Many things we don't agree upon. Occasionally we make
that public. And yet, we talk more frankly to each other, and in more
:~· c~
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depth, than with almost any other nation. This is because of certain
objective factors, and certain necessities which have brought us together
and which we assess in the same way. Among these [areas of agreemenY
I must include the phrases in the Shanghai Communique concerning
hegemony, which we just discussed.
As I said in my speech to the U.N. General Assembly, we attach great
importance to our relations with the People's Republic of China. We are
prepared to cooperate in those basic perceptions we share.
We value these visits and our conversations; therefore, we welcome you.
So now let me propose a toast: to the health and long life of Chairman
Mao and Premier Chou En-lai; to the health of Mr. Foreign Minister,
and friends, to the friendship of the Chinese and American peoples.
Kan-pei. (All rise and toast.)
(There was some dtscussion back and forth between the Chinese and
American sides to clarify exactly how many times Foreign Minister Ch'iao
had been to the United States. It was finally agreed that the number was
seven, including two visits he had made to the U.S. in 1950.)
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

I would also like to say a few words.

Respected Mr. Secretary -- or rather, respected Dr. Kissinger. We
once reached an agreement that I would call you Mister Doctor, and that
you would call me Mr. X. Today you have already bre8ched our agreement. But this is not important, this is just a superficial phenomenon.
What is important is that each time we meet we discuss important
questions. We are quite candid. Sometimes we have heated discussions,
but this is not important. If we talked only superficially, that would be
senseless.
As for relations between our two countries, they are stated clearly in the
Shanghai Communique. I believe that our two countries, China and the
United States, have a determination to continue on the path charted
by the Shanghai Communique.
When I was young, I read a sentence-- I do not know where, perhaps it
was by a Marxist -- "The situation is stronger than man. A man may thin
11
this way or that way , but the situation is stronger than man.
FORD ' ..
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I believe that in the present changing world, we have many common
grounds --although you belong to the Kantian school, and I belong to
the Hegelian school. They lived at the same time, under similar
circumstances.
Now I would like to propose a toast: To Mr. President Ford; to our
friend Mr. Secretary of State; to our new friend Mr. Moynihan; and to
our old friends, Mr. Habib, Mr. Gleysteen, Mr. Solomon, and to Mr. Lord -who is half Chinese, because he has a Chinese wife. (All rise and toast.)
Secretary Kissinger: May I raise a few relatively brief problems here.
Then we can talk about the President•s visit, and my visit.
First, Angola, I want to discuss this with you. First, what is the problem
of Angola? Geographically the railways connecting Zaire and Zambia with
the sea go through Angola. Therefore the future of Angola has considerable
impact on countries beyond Angola.
The United States has been next to nothing in Angola for many years.
Starting in the early part of this year, the Soviet Union greatly increased
its arms deliveries in Angola, indirectly via the Congo Brazzaville and
directly or through its friends in Portugal. It sympathizers in the
Portugese army allowed soldiers to retire from the army and join the
military in Neto. So the Neto forces, which were the weakest several
months ago, now are the strongest -- not by revolutionary activity, but
by outside influence.
We agree with your view [expresse~7 in the General Assembly that the
three revolutionary movements should combine. But if things are left as they
are, Neto will defeat the others and there will be nothing left to combine.
If nothing is done, Zaire and Zambia will learn that forces supported by
the Soviet Union can prevail, and therefore they will shift toward the
Soviet Union. So we are trying -- so starting in August, not before,
we began to try to establish a balance between the forces of Roberto,
Savimbi, and Neto; to establish a balance, together with Kaunda and
Mobutu.
I am surprised that China has said it would do nothing. As long as the Soviet
Union is active in Africa, this is important to China. If we are concerned with hegemony, why let the Soviet Union stretch its hands into
an area as far as this from the Soviet Union? We do not want anything
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for ourselves .
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:

Our viewpoint perhaps is not alike.

We believe that by doing so, the Soviet Union will eventually fail even
though it may gain some military advantages for a time.
Of course, what I said to the General Assembly is the policy of the
Chinese Government. This policy is principled, and also may have some
effect on our African friends.
I have discussed this question with some of our European friends. I told
them that China will not object to their adopting measures to prevent the
Soviet Union from taking advantage of Neto. It is clear now that the civil
war in Angola was provoked by the Soviet Union. As they provoked it,
they cannot prevent others from taking actions. Since the Soviet Union
provoked the war, it has no moral justification for preventing others
from taking action against its actions.
If you have made a detailed study of our speech, you will see we know
where the blame lies.

Secretary Kissinger:

But forget about the speech. What do we do now?

Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: Some of our friends want to enlist the help of
South Africa. This is short-sighted.
Secretary Kissinger: We have received the same proposal. We also
refused. We worked with Tanzania and Zambia. This has to be done by
the blacks there.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao
Secretary Kissinger:
exchange ideas on it?

I suggest we give this further study.

We have studied the situation. Do you want to

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: We have a rather strict position on national
liberation movements. Chairman Mao, you remember, told you that
regarding the Middle East it was necessary to use dual tactics, to use both
hands.
Secretary Kissinger:

That is just what we are trying to do.
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Foreign Minister Ch'iao: But the case of Angola is different. So far we
haven't given up hope that this problem can be solved between the African
countries and the three liberation movements. Do you believe this cannot
work?
Secretary Kissinger: No, I believe -- I will be precise. Roberto and Savimbi
have to be stronger. I get daily reports of Soviet military shipments to
Luanda. It is mathematically certain that Neto will prevail unless Roberto
and Savimbi are strengthened-- or else when the Portugese leave, Neto will
take over. So unless Roberto and S'avimbi are strengthened, then there can
be no agreement between the three liberation movements and the African
governments.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
government?

Can you do any work with the Portugese

Secretary Kissinger: We are, but it does not help with the arms that the
Soviets have already put in.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

How large are the Soviet deliveries?

Secretary Kissinger: Armored cars, they have about 30. That is a lot
for Africa. 122 milimeter artillery. In Coxito they used the 122 milimeter
artillery to great effect. The troops which had been trained on the Chinese
model ran away. They need heavier weapons and training. Particularly
Savimbi.
I understand that Chinese arms are held up somewhere. It is important
that Roberto and .$'avimbi control the large part of Angola before independence. Otherwise Neto will declare independence and go to the U.N.
Our people think this is a soluble problem if we act quickly. I repeat,
we favor an outcome negotiated between the three liberation movements.
But in a few weeks the outcome will be decided.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

Good. I have taken note of your views.

Secretary Kissinger: If you want to be more specific, have your
Ambassador in Washington get in touch with us. We can give you more
precise assessments of the weapons they have and the weapons they need.
This is a clear situation of interference from abroad. We are prepared to
help Roberto and Savimbi with weapons. Indeed, we are helping already
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to some extent.
Now Habib will have another heart attack. This is against all the
principles of his bureau.
Mr. Habib:

We are just peace-loving.

(The party rises from the dinner table and returns to the Secretary's
sitting room.)

Secretary Kissinger: I will arrive in China on the 19th. I will stay a day
in Japan Lbefore coming to ChincJ.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

Will you bring your wife?

Secretary Kissinger:
Yes. I also was thinking of bringing Mr. Lynn,
the head of our Office of Management and Budget. I thought it would be
useful for him to know something about China.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:

Well, we will consider this.

So you will arrive on the 19th. In the morning or in the afternoon?
Secretary Kissinger:

About 3: 00 p.m. in the afternoon.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

How many days will you stay?

Maybe until the 23rd.

Before I get to this, let me briefly discuss Southeast Asia.
We, of course, no longer have a principal interest in Southeast Asia.
In so far as we have, it is in preventing the hegemonial aspirations of
others. In time we will have no reason not to establish relations with
Vietnam.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Of course, regarding this question we know
your domestic situation. We believe that the U.S. should not mind what
happened in the past.
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Secretary Kissinger: We don't. The question is that your friends in the
Vietnam do not have an excessively low opinion of themselves. Therefore,
we want to let reality begin to sink in for a while. Then we can establish
relations which will more accurately reflect the real world. This has
nothing to do with the past.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Well perhaps. One thing that we told you is
that you are too emotional in your actions.
Secretary Kissinger:

We are trying to be practical.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Of course, it would not have been necessary
for me to discuss this, but the Mayaguez was totally unnecessary. But
this is not important.
Secretary Kissinger:

This gets me to the real point I wanted to discuss.

We see no reason not to begin discussions with Cambodia. If Prince
Sihanouk or other members of the Cambodian delegation want to begin
discussions, we are prepared.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I will be very honest with you. Prince
Sihanouk and other members of the delegation feel that the U.S. harmed
them so much that it is not easy for them to take the initiative.
In the interest of the overall situation, we hope you will have proper
relations with Cambodia. Take the initiative with the Cambodians.
I give you this advice as a friend and not on behalf of Prince Sihanouk, or
the other Cambodian officials. Of course, I cannot reply on their behalf.
But it is my estimate that they will give you proper courtesy.
Please go on with Southeast Asia.
Secretary Kissinger: Our only interest is in the independence of the
various countries Lin the regiozil.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

This is the same with us.

Secretary Kissinger: That is why we thought that the improvement of
your relations with Thailand was a positive thing. We spoke in this
sense to the Thai Foreign Minister last spring.
~ · .
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Cha tchai. He has gone home already.

But he will come back.

So our policy is to support countries /J.n Southeast Asi~/ against foreign
aggression.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Of course, bygones are bygones. But we hope
you will learn lessons from the past and support the independence of these
countries. This will make some real friends for the United States.

(The Foreign Minister rose and indicated he wished to take a break. The
Secretary escorted him towards the washroom. After a few minutes the
Foreign Minister returned and the conversation resumed.)

Secretary Kissinger: A great deal depends on Cambodia-- on the
exuberance of their language in the General Assembly-- whether we can
make any overtures to them this session.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Since they have come {to New York], and as the
U.S . is a major power in the world, they should be received with a proper
reception.
Secretary Kissinger: There are two questions here. First, they will
receive a proper reception. But on the [secon4/ issue of initiating discussions,
it will be necessary for them to moderate their language.
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: This is their affair. The Cambodians -- I think
their language is strong, although their actual language is another thing.
Secretary Kissinger:
and reality.

I think there is a relationship between language

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: As I told you just now, I don't want to provoke
a dispute-- as there doesn't exist such a thing in our relationship --but
the Mayaguez incident hurt their feelings. It will take them some time to
forget.
Secretary Kissinger: Well, it is up to them. They can't do much for us.
Hostile speeches won't be printed on the front page of the New York Times .
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As far as we are concerned, our only interest is in the independence of the
countries of Southeast Asia. I wanted you to know this.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I'll very sincerely -- I very sincerely hope you
have learned your lessons from Indochina. It is up to you if you have
learned your lessons . It is your affair whether you want to consider
this Lmeeting with the Cambodian~? or not.
In our view, the general situation in Southeast Asia is good. I don't
know how you view the situation?
Secretary Kissinger: I think we are seeing the beginning of a process
of evolution. As far as the United States is concerned, we have good
relations with all of the countries Lof the regiori/ except for Indochina.
I would not preclude the possibility of Vietnam having certain hegemonial
aspirations with regard to Laos and Cambodia.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: It is possible, as a result of the influence of
outside forces. But we doubt that it can succeed.
Secretary Kissinger:
with Cambodia .

With respect to Laos, it is easier to succeed that

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
short period of time .
Secretary Kissinger:
technicians in Laos.

If such is the case, there has only been a

Our estimate is that there are now 2, 000 Soviet

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: What is the significance of 2, 000 even 3, 000 Soviet
technicians? The main question is if they can achieve popularity there.
Secretary Kissinger:

I think the main question is influence from Hanoi.

Foriegn Minister Ch'iao: Perhaps. Anyway, the history of the 30 years
after the war in Asia is that an outside country cannot dominate any
country for long. The Soviet Union for ten years wanted to dominate
China. They sent a large number of experts to us to try to dominate us.
Secretary Kissinger:
Laos. (Laughter)

The question is whether China is stronger than
,¢<..... '·.·
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Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:

This is only a matter of degree, not kind.

Secretary Kissinger: This is not our primary problem. I just wanted
you to know our attitude.
1

Shall we talk about the President 1 s visit for a few minutes? We don t need
to discuss practical problems. I can do this when I come to Peking next
month. The issue is what we are trying to achieve. What in your mind is
the purpose of the visit Lof the Presiden!]?
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: We, when you were in China last time, when
U.S. Senators or Congressmen visited China, we also discussed that it
would be useful to exchange visits, to keep in contact. The visit of your
President is a major event. In general we hope there will be some step
forward on the basis of the Shanghai Communique.
Secretary Kissinger: It seems to me, as you said in your toast, the
Shanghai Communique serves as a useful basis of our relationship, and
we remain committed to it. We will carry out its provisions in all aspects.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

That is good.

That is our policy.

Strategically, in light of our discussions, we Lthe U.S. and Chin~ have
pursued somewhat parallel policies despite profound ideological differences.
as we have common concerns.
Therefore, what we should look for -- to us politically, domestically,
this is not now a major event, but from a foriegn policy point of view there
should be some symbolic advance. This should not be a visit of two
enemies who are using each other, but rather of two countries who are
cooperating on certain questions.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: There is no question about it. We have our
common ground, as is stated in the Shanghai Communique.
Secretary Kissinger: But when you said we should have some advance
Lin our relationshiE_/, what did you have in mind?
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao (laughs nervously): I was just speaking
abstractly. As Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p 1ing told many U.S.
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it is useful for the two sides to have discussions. We can see if there
is a step forward on the basis of the Shanghai Communique. But it
doesn 1t matter if there is none.

Secretary Kissinger: Do you have any idea about what kind of document
might be published as a result of the President 1 s trip?
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:

On this question my mind is a blank.

Secretary Kissinger: Anyway, we will change it flb.e documenfl on the
last night. You know, I cannot remember anything of the last night of
our discussions [during President Nixon 1 s visit to Chin~, of any of the
issues discussed.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: I admire you. Immediately after our talks
you held a press conference, and did so at great ease.
Secretary Kissinger: I remembered the document in great detail -every version we had drafted.
Let me speak of advances , on the problem of Taiwan, and then other
problems.
On Taiwan: We cannot complete the process on this visit. It is domestically
impossible on this visit, and I have told you this. But perhaps we can think of
some formula that can take us short of [completion of7 the process.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: That depends on you. I can do nothing. The
famous version of the Shanghai Communique was proposed by you.
Secretary Kissinger: Except for the two sections Lwhere the U.S . and
Chinese sides expressed their differing points of view_7. That was
proposed by you.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: This is not a departure from diplomacy.
This is a reflection of realities. The world is such that we have
contradictions between us, but we also have common ground. So .the
Shanghai Communique is a new creation, a reflection of realities.
Secretary Kissinger: But should we have a communique, or just an
announcement about the President• s visit?
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I cannot tell you at this moment. As I told

That in itself is an historic event.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

We can discuss many problems in Peking.

Secretary Kissinger: My idea is not to take too many chances during the
visit of the President. We should work out the outlines of a communique.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

I agree.

Secretary Kissinger: Our idea is that in all categories of the Shanghai
Communique on which we can come to some agreement, we be prepared to
show some progress.
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: It would be good if we can achieve that.
We understand that you have problems. We have no problems.
Secretary Kissinger: But you understand that we cannot complete the
process regarding Taiwan, but we can have some progress [in other areas}?!
Foreign Minister Ch 1iao (obviously seeking to reorient the discussion):
As friends, as this is not the first time that we have met, how do you view
the world situation? Can we have peaceful coexistence; or will war break
out?
Secretary Kissinger:

As a friend?

Foreign Minister Ch; iao:
the Secretary of State!

I am not the Foreign Minister, and you are not

Secretary Kissinger: It is possible for war to break out. As an historian
it L'the prospects for war] is more likely than not. As Secretary of State,
I have to act as if war will not break out, or do my best to prevent it.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I do not think we disagree on this point. In
your speech-- in my speech to the General Assembly, my purpose was
to raise the problem of the danger of war. Yours was to speak about the
materialization of detente. But to speak of the materialization of detente,
it rna y backfire .
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Secretary Kissinger: But as a friend, when youspeak of the focal
point {of Soviet pressure being_? in the West, this is part analysis and
part tactics.
You are afraid-- no, you are concerned that we will use detente to
push the Soviet Union toward the East.
My view -- that-- maybe you are right. If the Soviet Union attacks in the
West, we have no psychological problems, and of course we will resist.
If the Soviet Union attacks in the East, the same psychological preconditions
do not yet exist. And yet -- if we are reasonable, the same strategic
necessity exists {for U.S. resistence to a Soviet attack in either the
East or the Wes!7.
Therefore, for us -- a problem for us is to create enough of a relationship to
China to make this [attempt to resist Soviet pressure~ psychologically
meaningful. This [discussion] is so you understand my thinking. From
our point of view this is one purpose of the President's visit.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I do not agree with you on the point that
our analysis of the focal point of the Soviet Union in the West is a tactic.
Secretary Kissinger:

Partly, partly --

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: --and that China fears the West will use
detente to push the Soviets to the East.
Secretary Kissinger: That does not matter. We have to be prepared in
the West /].or either eventuality].
Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
Chou En-lai told you-Secretary Kissinger:

I would like to remind you what Prime Minister

No, your position has been consistent.

Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Of course, when we talk you have your
subjective views, and you have thought these out of our subjective views.
Secretary Kissinger: Mr. Foreign Minister, I do not exclude the fact that
you may be right. We have to act as if you are right.
Shall we spend five minutes on Korea?
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Okay-- such a wide range /jf topic~7!

Secretary Kissinger: I think we have publicly stated our positions Lon Kore!J.
They do not seem to be easily reconciled. But we are prepared
to improve our relations with North Korea, but not if the price is isolating
South Korea. I hope a way can be found during the U.N. debate not to
drive this contradiction to its ultimate limit. Your Ambassador is a
procedural genius. (Laughter)
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

This is not a big problem.

I think that after the events in Indochina, you exaggerated the situation
in Korea. This problem is a very small one.
Our position is that your troops should withdraw at an early date. But
you say this will not do. The overall situation of the world hinges on the
situation in Korea?
Secretary Kissinger:
You won't agree with me, but I do not think it is
in your interests to see another precipitate withdrawal of American power.
This would have a significant influence on Japan.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Things are quite complicated there, but this
question has to be settled. I would advise you to have direct talks with
the Korean side. But you have problems.
Secretary Kissinger: No, at the right time we are prepared to talk
with sides that we have not talked to before. (Laughter)
One problem is that if the U.N. Command is abolished, we have to find
some way to sustain the Armistice arrangement. Second! y, if we talk
to North Korea at some point, it must include South Korea at some point.
Incidentally, your ally LNorth Kore~7 did not appreciate my proposal of
holding talks with you. So they complained and rejected our proposal.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Never mind. Things in the world are so
complicated. But some day there will be a solution.
Secretary Kissinger (with emphasis): But not in an American election
year . It will not come in the fourth year!
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Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Everyone will be pleased if this question can
be resolved this year. But it will not be terrible if it is not settled this
year.
Secretary Kissinger: But then we need to have something to talk about
next year! (Laughter)
Foreign Minister Ch'iao (in English):
unemployed! (Laughter)

If we didn't, Moynihan would be

Secretary Kissinger: I can't imagine the titanic struggle when Moynihan
and Huang Hua clash at the U.N. I will tell Moynihan not to be the
aggressor.
I am advised that some television people are outside. It is not necessary
for you to say something to them . We didn 1t put them there. I think it is
ABC.
Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

I will meet them, but I won't talk.

(The Chinese arose to depart. There was some light chatter and
exchanges of farewells as the American side escorted the Chinese party
down the hall to the elevator.)
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[Text] United Nations, September 26, 1975 (HSINHUA)--Following is the full text ot the
speech by Chiao Kuan-hua, chairman Of the delegat i •n of the Feople •s Republic or China
and minister of foreign affairs, at the plenary meeting of the 30th session or the
united ~tions General Assembly thi~ morning :
Mr President:

Profound changes have taken place in the international situation since the 29th session
A serious capitalist economic crisis plagues
most parts of the world. All the basic contradictions in the world are further sharpening.
The trend of revolution by the people of the world i s act i vely developing. The Asian,
African and Latin American peoples have advanced valiantly and won a series of significant
victories in their struggle against colonialism, imperialism and hegemonism. en the
other hand, the contention between the two superpowers for world hegemony has become
more and more intense. The whole world is in greater turbulence and unrest. Rhetoric
about detente cannot cover up the stark reality. The danger of war is visibly growing.

ot the united Nations General Assembly.

First of all, it should be pointed out that the great v i ctory ~r the three Indochinese
peoples las shaken the world. The cambodian and Vietnamese peoples have thoroughly
defeated u.s. imperialism and its lackeys, thus making an important contribution to the
anti- imperialist cause of the people of the world and greatly inspiring all oppressed
nations and oppressed people. Their victory is a brilliant example showing that a weat
nation can defeat a strong, and a small nation can defeat a big.
The peoples or Asia are strongly against superpower interference and control and against
the attempt or any country to seek hegemony in any part or Asia. The Southeast Asian
countries want their region to become a zone of peace, treedom and neutrality, tree from
any form or manner or inte rfer~nce by outside powers. This position or theirs has won the
recognition and respect or an increasing number Of countries. The struggle of the south
Asian peoples against expansionism and hegemonism has made new progress. In west Asia,
longstanding disputes have been resolved by the countries concerned which excluded foreign
influence and conducted consultations on an equal tooting, thus creating favourable
conditions tor friendly cooperation among the countries in the region. The gulf countries
are getting united in the common struggle against superpower infiltration and control.
In Africa, MOzambique, cape verde, sao Tome and Principe and the Comoros have achieved
independence one after another. This is the result or their persistence in protracted
struggles, particularly in protracted armed struggles. The struggle or the people or Zimbabwe,
Namibia and Azania against rae ism and white rule is developing in depth. The situation
on the African continent is most encouraging.
The struggle or the Latin American peoples to combat imperialism and hegemonism, sateguard
state sovereignty and defend their national natural resources and economic rights and
interests has continued to surge forward. They have reinforced in various ways their
unity in the struggle.
Furthermore, we are pleased to see that in Oceania, papua-New Guinea has achieved
national independence recently.
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Dn order to change the old international economic order and oppose the shirting ot
economic crises, the Third world countries have, 1n pursuance ot the declarat:l:on and
prograllllll8 ot action adopted by the UN oeneral Assembl7 at its 6th special session,
advanced 118117 reasonable proposals and waged l.DU'emitting struggles at various conterences
and achieved marked successes. The unity and struggle or the Third world countries,
extending trom the political to the economic sphere, have ushered 1n a new stage 1n the
revolutionary cause ot the people or the world against colonialism, imperialism and
hegemonism.
The countries ot the Second world have also heightened their struggle against supe(power
and particu1ar17 social imperialist control, intervention, subversion and threat ot
torce. The trend among the west European countries to get united against hegemonism has
continued to grow. The second world has increased its dialogue and contacts with the
Third world. Such cooperation will doubtless have good prospects tor development as long
as it is based on mutual respect tor sovere1gnt,. and equality.
The contention between the two superpowers, the united States and the soviet union,
extends to all parts ot the world. They are 1ntens1f7ing their strife in Europe, the
Jediterranean, the Middle Bast, the persian Gulf, the lhdian Ocean, the 'Rlcitic, the
Atlantic, Asia, Africa and Latin America. Strategically, Europe is the focus of their
contention. Social-imperialism is making a .feint to the East while attaching 1n the west.
'!'his was revealed, rather than covered up, b7 the conterence on security and cooperation
1n Europe. The two superpowers do reach some agreements from time to time, but these
onl7 erect a taoade, behind which ther are engaged in bigger and fiercer contention.

tor example the agreement in principle reached at the u.s.-soviet SUIIUIIit meeting
last NO"f'elllber on the limitation ot strategic oftensive arms. This agreement onlr sets a
numerical limit. on the arms 1n question, which exceeds the amount each side possesses
at the moment, while qualitativelJ' it sets no limit at all. It is evident, therefore,
that such an agreement should more appropr1atel7 be called an agreement on strategic
arms expansion rather than an agreement on strategic arms limitation. Facts are at
hand to prove this. Since the signing ot this agreement, the united States and the
Soviet union have both stepped up their development and deployment ot new-trpe strategic
arms, each trying hard to overpower the other.
'l"ake

ot late, the Soviet union has made use ot the conclusion ot the European Security
conterence to turn out much propaganda alleging that detente has progressed to a new stage.
This is sheer deceptive talk. we are •ware of the eager desire tor security on the part
ot the 118117 sllllll and medium countries which participated in that conference. we are
also aware that they have no illusions about its agreements which have no binding torce,
What security, let alone detente, is there to speak ot when Burope remains in the prolonged state o~ tense armed confrontation? While chanting "peace and security" in the
conference lw.ll, the Soviet Uhion D8de moves to aggravate tension outside. It not only
concentrated massive military torces and carried out unbridled provocations in the seas of
northem Burope and the Mediterranean, but also brazenly stretched its tentacles to the
Iberian Feninsula. Such deeds ot expansion coupled with words ot detente are a huge
mockery ot the Buropean security conterence. From its inception we considered the
European Security Conference a European insecurity conference. Now that this conference
has ended. is there grea te:r• seourity in Europe ? In our view, no. It has not altered
the basic situation in Europe- in the· least. If one should be so naive as to believe
in the Soviet propaganda, that would be dangerous indeed.
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The Soviet leadership hankers after a so-called "Asian collective security system."
Now that the European security conference has been a success, as they say, we Asian
countries should learn trom its example. What a bright idea: The situation in Asia,
however, is ditterent from that in Europe. It was only a short while ago that a
superpower was driven out of Indochina. So the purpose of the Soviet union is not
the preservation ot Asian security; rather it is to 11 1'111 the vacuum" and at the same time
divert world attention to Asia to cover up the tact that Europe is the focus ot its
strateu-. As tor the principle or the inviolability or existing frontiers that was
stressed at the European Security conterence, what implications would it have in Asia?
Is 1l that the Soviet Union wants us to recognize as legal its occupation or the
territories of some Asian countries while at the same time allowing it to reserve the
riaht to support one Asian country in violating the existing trontiers ot another,
as it did in 1971? To put it bluntly, the idea or a so-called "Asian collective
security system" peddled by the Soviet leadership is designed to facilitate its contention with the other superpower tor hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region and serves
as a means by which it seeks to divide and control the Asian countries. But the
Asian countries, which won their independence after protracted struggles, know well
tmt in order to be masters Of their own house they must never "let the tiger 1n
through the back door while repulsing the wolf through the tront gate. " China 1 s
attitude towards this stuff ot 11Asian collective security system" is clear-cut: First,
we are against it; second, we despise it.
As JAnin pointed out time and again, imperialism means war. So long as imperialism
and social imperialism exist, war is inevitable. The content of imperialist politics
is world domination, and the continuation of this politics is imperialist war. Since
both superpowers are arter world domination, the contradiction between them is
irreconcilable; one either overpowers the other, or is overpowered. The so-called
"balance or power," even if :1. t exists, is only a transient and superficial one. It
will not do to depend on a ''balance of power" or a so-called "balance or terror · tor
maintaining peace. Khrushchev 1s brainchild that peaceful coexistence is the only
alternative in this nuclear age is a hypocritical lie. If the Soviet Union took this
stuff seriously, why should it frantically develop conventional armed forces in addition
to energetically developing nuclear arms, and maintain an offensive posture rar
exceeding its defence needs? With the superpowers contending so fiercely and expanding
their armaments so madly, they are bound to go to war against each other some day.
This is independent or man's will. The superpowers are the source or a new world war,
and the danger of war comes mainly trom the wild}¥ ambitious social-imperialism. The
frequent meetings between the superpowers and their profuse talk about detente precisely prove that there is no detente, let alone lasting peace, in this world. \'/hat
characterizes the current world situation is decidedly not an irreversible process or
detente but the approaching danger of a new world war.
we hope tmt the people ot all countries will heighten their vigilance and get prepared
against the growing danger ot a new world war . It itJ better to be prepared tl'an unprepared. Without preparations one will sutter. The superpowers look strong but are
inwardly weak and very isolated. The more evils they do, the more thoroughly they
will reveal their true features, and the stronger the resistance or the people or the
world will become. At present, the rae tors tor both revolution and war are increasing
on a world scale. Whether war gives rise to revolution or revolution prevents war, in
either case the international situation will develop in a direction favourable to the
people. And the future ot the world will be bright.
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IUllel'Oue flll•tiona will be considered at the current a .. aion ot the General AasellblJ.
'l'be Chin•• delesation would 11ke to state our views on some ot tha.
I.

'l'he Question ot Opp>aing Colonialism

!'he pa~t 7ear was a Je&r in which the At:rioan people continued to win important v1otor1• 1n their atruslle tor national independence and liberation. With the oollapee ot
the lb!'tUIUHe colonial SJStem and the glorioue birth ot a n1llll.ber ot newlJ independent
atatea, the Atrican national liberation 1110vement has advanced to a new stage, and the
laat strongholds ot colonialism in southern Atrica are aaaailed trem all aides bJ the
•lUtude ot Atrioan people and aountriea persisting in at:ruslle.
, Bat nen betore old-line colonialiaa dies out, the two au.perp:>wers have already stepped
1n. The United States baa long aupp>rted colonial rule in Atrica, and southern Atrica
in particular. 'l'he Soviet Union, tlaunting the banner ot "socialism", baa infiltrated
1nto tlse Atrican national liberation lllOveMnt to sow c11scorcl and stir up trouble in an
att...a-ttto bring .tile 110v•ent within ita social•iaperialiat orbit.

All rwolutional"J' people ot the world are saddened bJ the civil war in An(!IOla. Ditter•
eno• within a national liberation 1110vement are something normal. 'l'he correct attitude
ia to encourage unity in their common atruggle to combat the en._,. and drive out the
colonialists. '!'hat is vh7 the orsanisation ot Atrican Unity has recognised and aupp:>rted·
all the thrM liberation organiationa in Angola engaged 1n armed struggle and haa •de
ttrelas efforts to promte unit7 in the Angolan national liberation JII)Vement. But the
8oY1et l•c1erabip which considers itaelt aa the patron ot the national liberation
Mnt diaresarda tbe agre~t reached a.,ng the three An&Olan organizations on unitJ
against the en81111 and has, throush its pros-sanda media, indenttt1ed one organization
as rwolutional"J' and censured another as r•ctionan in a deliberate atteapt .to create
d1v1aion. Purther.,re, it has sent large quentitiH ot ariD, including heaVJ ariD, to
one or the Ansolan organiaationa. That was how the civil war was provoked in Angola.
'!'be other superpower, on ita part, has not lagged behind. '!'he situation in Angola is
becollina wer 110re coaplioated.

.,.,.e-

Jro• the ver7 beginning China has given her support to the national liberation movement
in .AD&Ola. We save lllil1ta17 aid to all three Angolan liberation organizations to help
thea t!sht lbrtugueee coloniaU.aa. Being aware ot their differences, we have all along
urged the11 to unite against the memy. Atter the agreement on independence was reached
'between the An&olan national liberation mve11ent and lbrtugal, we atoJiped giving new
1111itan aid to the three AngOlan organisations. Such are the facta, and taots are 1110re
eloquent than words. 'l'he Soviet slanders against China ean in m waJ cover up the truth:
inatead, th• serve to lay bare the true features of the Soviet Union.
'l'be civil war in Ansola inlltiSated bJ1 the Soviet Union ia a bad thing, but a good thing
too. It ia good pree1sel7 because it se:ryea as teaching •terial bJ negative e:mmple.
All rwolutional'J' mvementa are bound to go through twists and turns. We believe that
the broad •as• ot tbe .&naolan people, after experiencing setbacks and detolll'S. will
c ..tainly~>_...!d unitJ, persist in atrusgle, truatrate the superpower and particularlJ
aoc1al•iaperialiat schemes and achieve their independence and liberatiOn. Their teJIPOrary
d1tticult1ea and aaoriticee wUl not only greatlJ enhance their own political &wareneas,
but provide a protound loeson tor the liberation novements ot the oppressed nations
throughout the world.
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An excellent • <=-uation prevails in Africa. It was because the r ·~· ..
n southern
Africa were driven into a corner that Vorster of South Africa proposed "dialogue" between the minority white regime or southern Rhodesia and the Zi~~abwe national liberation
organizations. This signifies only the weakness of the racist~ and not at ~11 their
st7ength. Through such tactics they intend to disintegrate the national l ' ueration move.ent and to preserve the reactionary white rule. The recent conference or heads of state
and government of the Organization of African Unity penetratingly stated that 'Vorster•s
det.,te manoeuvres on Rhodesia are a transparent trick to frustrate majority rule and to
disar11 the freedom-fighters." The conference stressed the necessity of armed struggle,
call_. on the Zimbabwe people to imlllediately intensify their armed struggle and expressed
the dftf'l"ll1nation to fight by every means possible the white racist regi:nes untU their
coaplete elimination. We warmly support this correct stand. We have always advOcated the
use of revolutionary dual tactics against the reactionaries' counterrevolutionary dual
tactics. Armed struggle is fundamental; the people's armed forces IIR1st be strengthened
and not weakened, negotiations or no negotiations. Deviations and detours may sometimes
occur in the complicated struggle against counterrevolutionary dual tactics. But the
people will sum up their experience, overcome difficulties and continue to advance.
Through long and tortuous struggles the people of southern Africa will eventually win
the complete liberation or the African continent.
II.

The KOrean Question

The independent and peaceful reunification or KOrea is the common aspiration of the
entire KOrean people. Over the years the De!*)cratic People's Republic of KOrea. has
put forward many reasonable proposals and propositions for th .. peaceful reunification
of the fatherland. Thanks to its initiative, an agreement was reached with the South
Korean authorities in 1972 on the three principles for independent and peaceful reunification, which were affirmed by the UN General Assembly in 1973. However, Korea remains
divided today, because the P.lk Chong-hui clique, supported by the United States, has
abandoned these principles and sabotaged the north-south talks.
Under the impact of the great victory of the Indochinese peoples this year, u.s.
imperialism became panicky. It endlessly repeated the myth of a so-called "threat
of a southward invasion from t' north 11 concocted by the .Eak Chong-hui clique, deliberately played up the ter. 'n on the Korean Pe<linsula and even declared that it would
not hesitate to use nucleal' weapons there. Backed and abetted by the United States,
the P.lk Chong-hut clique pw.•sued its policy of national division with greater frenzy,
issued a succession of "emergency laws", declared a state or war and intensified its
suppression of the people in South KOrea. It looked as i t a Korean war were touch
and go. AS a lllltter of fact, that was much ado about nothing. It is now clear that
the United State& and the P.lk Chong-hut elique have acted in this way merely to create
a pretext and deceive the people of the world so that u.s. troops may bang on in South
KOrea and the division of Korea lillY be perpetuated. If there is a danger of war on the
KOrean Peninsula, it can only originate from the South KOrean authorities that c•nstantly
elaiii:)Ur tor "retmifieation by prevailing over colllllUnism," and absolutely not from the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea which insists on independent and peaceful reuni:fication.
The draft resolution on Korea submitted by the United States, Japan and other countries
this year claims a "preparedness'' to terminate the United Nations command. But there
is no mention at all of the withdrawal of foreign troops from South KOrea. Obviously,
its purpose is, under the cover of terminating the UN command, to legalize the presence
of u.s. troops in South Korea and create "two Koreas."
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The u.s. attempt to thrUst the Pale ChOng•hui clique into the United Nations is part of
this scheme. Clearly, such a dratt resolution can by no means lead to a peacetul
settlement of the Korean question, no matter how nicely it is worded. It is absolutely
unacceptable to us.
We have consistently held that the Korean question should be settled by the Korean,
people themselves tree from a~ outside interference. The dratt resolution on Korea
submitted by .Ugeria, China and other countries proposes that the United Nations command
be dissolved and all the foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the flag of the
United Irations be witbirawn, and that the Korean armistice agreement be replaced with
a peace agreement signed by the real parties to the armistice agreement. It also puts
torw~ a series or positive measures to remove tension between North and South Korea,
prevent al"llled conflicts and prolll)te the norualization of the situation. This proposal
is entirely just and reasonable. It not only meets the eager desire of the entire
Korean people but is conducive to the fundamental iJII)rovement of the situation of the
Korean Pentasula and in northeast Asia.
The United Nations command DUst be dissolved. From the day of its formtion it haS been
illegal and a tool of u.s. aggression. In tact, it has become a u.s. commnd long since.
However. the dissolution of the UN cornma.nd DUst be coupled with the withdrawal of all the
foreign troops trom SOUth Korea.
For what would be the point of merely changing the
name while keeping everything else intact? Continued presence of u.s. troops in South
Korea under whatever name contravenes the principles of the independent and peacetul
reunification of Korea and will only aggravate the tension ofl the Korean Peninsula.
The question of withdrawal of all the foreign troops from Korea soould have been discussed
and settled within 3 lll)nths atter the signing or the Korean armistice agreement. This
has been delayed tor no less than 22 years because of obstructions placed by successive
American administrations. And 17 years have passed since the Chinese People's Volunteers
withdrew on their own initiative trom the Democratic People's Republic of Korean to
facilitate a peacetul settlement of the Korean questions. Now there are no foreign
troops in North Korea, but u.s. troops still bang on in South Korea. For hOW DUch
longer does the United states intend to prolong sue h a state ot affairs.
Korea cannot remin forever in a state of armistice. The u.s. representative's idea
for the United States and the South Korean authorities to propose to the parties of the
arlllistice the convening of a conference to discuss wa7s to preserve the agreement has
been in existence for 22 7ears, and hOW D11Ch longer will it be preserved? ~reover. as
is lalown to all, the parties or the Korean armistice agreement })ave in tact changed a
great deal. The Chinese People's Volunteers withdrew trom Korea long ago. lbst coJII)Onents
ot the United Nations commnd have dispersed and evaporated into thin air. So how can
such a conference be convened? As for the e:xploration at such a conference of the
possibility ot a larger conference to negotiate a lll)re fUndamental a:vrangement, is it not
even lll)re iJIIIractical? Alter the armistice in 1953, under the provisions of the arlllistice
agreement a political conference of a higher level shOuld have been mld to settle the
Korean question. However, owing to sabotage b7 the United States, even its preliminar7
talks tailed to prolluce all7 result. SUbsequently in 1954, the Korean and Chinese sides
ade tremendous efforts in Geneva to urge the convening ot a political «»Dterence ot a
hipr level in the hOpe that a peacet\ll settlement ot the Korean question could be
realiZed. At the ti•, the u.s. representative, nubbol'llly' and arbitraril7 clinging
to his own course, went so tar as to retuae to reopen a~ discussions on the Koree,n
question in the tuture. Thus, the United states s1nglehandedl7 slammed the door to a
political ooUerence on the KorellJl question.
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In the actual circuiiiStancea at present. the practical way is for the real parties to
the Korean armistice agreeJEnt to negotiate and sign a peace agreement to replace the
armistice agreeJEnt. The facts over the past two decades and prove more that
u.s. interverence in Korea is the root cause of constanb tensions in Korea. Therefore.
the key to a peacefUl settlement of the Korean question lies in the conclusion of a
peace agreement to replace the arml.stice agreement and in the withdrawal of all u.s.
troops.

The United States asserts that as there is no normal international boundary between
North and South Korea, the armistice agreement and the demilitarized zone stipulated
therein abaollttely uust not be changed. We cannot accept this view. Korea is only in
a state ot teaporacy division. Between North and South Korea there can be no norrA&l
ild;el'Dational boundary but only a provisional demarcation line. Since both North and
South Korea have agreed on the mtual non-use of force and on reunification by peacefUl
means. why should it be iqlossible t'or some •necessary measures to be agreed on to settle
this problem pending the peacefUl reunification? It is groundless to assert that a war
will break out in Korea in the absence ot' the armistice agreeJEnt.
The Chinese delegation maintains that the dra1't resolution on Korea sponsored by Algeria
and other countries is one that can solve the problem. We hope that the current session
ot the General Assembly will seriously considel" and adopt this draft Nsolution.
III.

The Middle East Question

Since the October war. the Mlddle East has reverted to a state ot "no war, no peace."
This is the result of the fierce and ~~~~~.ny-sided contention between the two superpowers
carried on against the will of the Ai'ab and Palestinian peoples.
During this period, disengagement agreements were signed between Egypt and Israel and
between Syria and Israel. Reoentl7• a second disengageJEnt agreeJEnt has been signed
by Egypt and Israel. Nevertheless. the Middle East question is far from being settled.
l't is mainly tor the two superpowers that are to be held responsible for this state of
In the 2 years since the October war. one superpower proposed a 11 conprehensive

affair~Ji'·

solution: and the other a "step.by~step solution" of the Middle East question. each
trying hard to boost itself and denigrate the others and nasquerade as a friend of the Arab
and Palestinian peoples. In tact • while the United States has no intention of bringing
about a thOrough settleJEnt .r the Middle East qUestion. the Soviet Union is still less
inclined to do so. rt may be recalled that when the Octobel' war in the Middle East was
at its III)St critical ;Juncture and thereafter, the Soviet Union withheld the
shipJEnt of arms already promised to Egypt and even pressed tor: the repayment o1· debts.
How can one expect such a perfidious country to support in earnest the Arab people in
their 3ust struggle for the recovery ot the lost territiries and the restoration of the
Palestinian national rights?
Both superpowers have the need to naintain a state ot' "m war. no peace" in the Middle
East~-briet fighting followed by a perldd of truce, with both war and peace kept under
control. Taking advantage of this state of affairs, thef' contend tor spheres of
influence, places of strategic iJII)Ortance and oU resources in the Mlddle East.
Taking advantage of the saJE, they sell IIWlitions in order to reap fabulous profits
and alleviate their own economic difficulties. .&gain taking advantage of this, they
test new weapons in preparation for a new war on a larger scale. This is done at
the expense of the turxlaJEntal interests of the people in the Middle East.
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CoUDtless agreements on tbe Ml.ddle East have been reached inside am outside the United
Jfat1ons in tbe past 20-Hd tears. How, in retroapeot, is there a07 agreement that has
been strictq observed by the Israeli aggressors, or that has brought about a basic
change in the Mlddle East situation? None, practicalq none~ In the final analysi,,
it is not agreements on paper but the strugle of the people that will determine the
ta.ture of the Mlddle East. What calls tor close attention and vitllance now is that a
superpower is takins advantage of the presed: situation to sow discord and attempt to
uadermine Arab unity. The Arab and Palestinian peoples 1111st never be taken in.
The Chinese people have consistently supported the Arab a~ Palestinian peoples in
their 3Ust stl'UUle against; the Israeli aggressors and have all along opposed ',superpower
contention in the Mlddle East. We believe that the Pales~iaian and Arab peoples will
contimle to strengthen their unity, presevere in struggle and carry their fight against
aggression and begeDDnism through to the end.

IV.

The Question of Disarmament

Disarament 1a an old question. At a time when there is a growing danger of a new
world war, it is tully uaderstandable that the people ot all countries, and thOse of
the filtrd and Seooftd World coUDtries in particular, s:nould feel nore concerned about
this qUestion. After the European Securit7 Conference, the Soviet leadership has become
particularl,- claDDrous tor "coJII)lementing political detente by military detente, 11
preach1DS that the I!Dst iJIIIOrtaDt task now is general and complete disarmament. This
is ll8king political profit out of the well-intentioned desire of the people of the
worlcl. 1't is a calculated fraud •
.ADlone haVing respect tor realities can see that in Europe there is no political detente
at all but a fierce and all-sided contention between the two superpowers. Immediately
after the conclusion or the European Security Conference the Soviet Union violated
Jloi'Wa7' a airspace. Is this not another proof that the so-called detente is just enpty
talk? To advocate in these circumstances the expandins, developins in depth and spreading
of detente can only nra.ke people laugh their heads ott.
Ez,ploitins the developing countries• keen desire to develop their national economies, the
Soviet Union recently has again trunpeted its proposal tor a 10 percent reduction ot the
military bud~~~tts of the five peruanenta'- memers of the Security Council and the use or
part of the tunds thus saved to provide assistance to developins countries. 'fhe Soviet
Union deeiiiS this proposal its uasterstroke, and its representatives have tried to sell it
to us here tor no one knows :now nrilD7 t iaes. But so tar he has tailed to inform us Just
how big the real SOviet military budget is. 1't would probably take several years to get
this clear. And w:no knows :now 118!Jf I!Dre before military budgets can truq be reduced
as proposed b7 the Soviet Uniott? This nra.Cnificent Soviet plan, to use a Chinese saying,
is •to draw a pie to satisfy lmnger. 11 If the developing countries were to wait tor such
assistance, wouldn't tbe7 be lett helpless like ~ straaded fish which is promised
wa·ter to be fetched from a distant sea? 11
ll:hlnals views on disarsment are known to all. We are tor disaruament. But it nust be
genaine and not p:h0ne7 llisaruament. We are against p:h0ne7 disarmament. and stiJU. nore
against the soviet attell()t to use a disarua•nt conference as a veil to cover up the truth
ot its arms ezpansion and war preparations. The two superpowers ad quickening their
pace towards a new world war. At this juncture, a disa~ conference in whatever
torm will only create illusions of peace, serve to deceive and lull the people of the woiYld
and bind. ..._hands ot the numerous snra.ll and mediwa countries. This is ·what we are
t:lrmly apinst.
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As regards a world disarnament conference, China keeps tto her position set forth long
ago. Namely, it Jklst have a clear aim and the necessary pre-toonditions. The clear aim
is the collt)let·e prohibition and thorough destruction of rmclear weapons, and absolutely
not t he so-called limitation of strategic arms. The necessary pre-cond
ons are:
all nuclear countries, and particularlt the two rmclear superpowers, the Soviet Union
and the United States, mst first of All undertake the unequivocal obligation that they
will not be the first to use rmclear weapons at any time and in any circumstances, and
in particular will not use nuclear weapons agair~~ non-nuclear countries and nuclearfl'ee zones, and that they 1111st withdraw from abroad all their armed forces, including
nuclea~·missile torces,and dismantle all their military bases, including rmclear bases,
on the territories ot other countries. But now the superpowers even refuse to undertake the minillllm obligation or not using nuclear weapons against the non-rmclear
countries. How can it be said that condt~ions are ripe for holding a world disarmament
conference?
Historical e.xperience merits attention. The rrDre the int>erialists diffuse a si!Dkescreen
of disarmament, the bigger is the danger of war. Bei'li'ire World II, a large-scale
international disarmament conference lasting nearly 3 years was held under the sponsorship of the League ot Nationa after nearly 1 years of preparation, and hundreds of proposals
and suggestions were discussed. But the results? Arms expansion instead of disarmament,
and war instead of peace. The only effect of that conference was to put many countries
oft guard and as a result, they were caught unprepared by the outbreak of the Second
World War and suffered a great deal.
We holld that the United Nattons should not repeat the mistaKE: of the League or Nations.
Nevertheless, as was expected, the Soviet Union tabled at this session of the General
Assembly a proposal for the 11conplete and general prohibition of mclear weapon tests."
This is old ware in new wrappings and another of its tricks for maintaining nuclear
I!Dnopoly. CJ:Unats stand on this question is clear to all ani we will not repeat it.
As regards the Soviet proposalfor the prohibition of the manufacture of what it calls
new type5 of weapons even !IDre formtdable than rmclear weapons, its aim is none other than
to divert people's attention fr'>m the immediate issues by talking about rei!Dte things.
Let it be discussed by th:>sf' roo are prepared to manufacture such weapons. There is no
need to bring it up here to scare people.

v.

The Question of

Develop~mnt

Since the 6th special session of the General Assembly, the Third World countries have
waged effective struggles and put forward a series of reasonable proposals and ideas
for transforming the old international economic order based on expolitation. The
oil-e.xporting countreis have bravely stood up to superpower intimidation and threats. and
kept a firm hold on their oil resources and their right to fix oil prices. M1ny countries
have adopted measures against transnational corporations to regain their sovereign rights
in varying degrees. Various associations of waw material-produc\Dg countries have been
set up one after another. The Third World countries have put forward a ·r mniler proposals,
such as the integrated prograi'Olle for comm::~dities and the indexation of prices, for the
transformation of the present irrational international economic order. The situation
of the struggle in the economic field against colonialism. iuc>erialism and hegemnism
is excellent.
There are two conflicting positions on the question of developmemt. The position taken
by the Third World is tor maintaining independence and self-reliance, transforming the
old economic order of e~loitation ot the Third World by a few big powers and
extablishing a new economic order on the principles of sovereignty • equality and 1111tual
benefit.

\
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'lbt other poattton. taJ&en b7 the auperpowera. atre11ea "interdependence" or "tnter-

aatto. .l division ot labour• between the exploit~ and the exploited countries in an
atteapt to preaerve the old economic order. Are the tndustriall7 developed countries and
tbt raw •terial-produci~~g countries interdependent? lea. the7 are. '!'hla interdependence
baa been in existence ever atnce the e•rsence ot a ai~~gl.e world •rJ&et. 'l'ht point 1a
wbat k1Dd ot interdependence. It aa7 be aa1d that there 1a an interdependence betwen
the horae aid ita rider. But. we all knOw it ia the horae that taJ&ea the burden and not
the rider. Aa tor "international division ot labour •" it 1a in essence one aid the ....
aa "intlerdependence. 11 With the ••rgence ot colon1al1a• and illperial1sm. a new aid inter•ttoaal divlaion ot labour sprang up in the world that converted oiJe p&l't ot the globe
into a chtetl7 agricultural field ot production aerviJJS the other part which vaa a ch1etl7
industrial tield. B11t to call such coaaopolltan exploitation inter•ttonal1aa ia an idea
tbat could onl7 be engeldered in the brains ot the social-illperiallata. Whether or not
tblre 1a exploitation in the existing inter•tto•l econoaic relations and whether or not
an end abould be put to such exploitation--thla 1a a real problea ot great taportance tocta7.
'l'Warda tbl deaalld ot the '1'h1rd world tor tranatoratng the old inter•t1oaal economic order,
twe dlttering attitudes are adopted b7 dttterence 1Dduatriall7 developed countltea. one
1a dialogue • and the other controntation. Since the use ot oil as a weapon b7 the o1l-

export1ns countries, one superpower baa ~pt hurl1~~g abuse a and waving the big stick at them
aid even threatened thea with araed intervention in an atteapt to coerce thea into aubalaaion. The other superpower baa chillled, a&Jins that oil price a should not be ra1aed unilater&ll7 and aaaertias thr8ateninsl7 tbat the aggravation ot the oil problem 111.7 cause a
ntw tlare-up ot inter•tto•l teMlons. Both tab an out-aid-out 1mper1al1at attitude.
we are tirml7 agatnst this attitude. Pacta show tbat tbla attituM, tar troa subduing
tbe o11-e2'1'0rttng countries, onl7 atillulated thea to closer unit7 and hardened their
tigbtliJS will, we are in tavour ot dialogue. In the put J8ar and 110re. •D7 ltcold World
countries have trequentl7 tried dialogue with a nuaber ot fh1rd World countries. and some
ot tbue attempts have 7ielded poa1t1ve results. Ttea between the aeeond World and tbe
Dlird World have been atrenstbtntd. 1'h1a 1a a good phenomenon tn the inter•tio•l ecoDOaic
Ute ot toda7.
In tbe tace ot the woraen1Dg capitalist economic cr1ais and the ah1tt11JS ot er1a1a b7 induatriallaed countr:lea, the '!bird World countr:les have advanced such propoaala aa tbl
llltegrated program. tor co.aoditiea. the indexation ot price a and the democratization ot
the tnter. .tio•l t'118nctal 1nat:ltut1ona in order to illprove their trade teru anc1 develop
their •ttoaal ecoaoa:lea. Tbeae are ent1relJ Juat1t1able and are a1n11lua deaancsa. But
tbe7 have • t with opposition trom a tew •Jor 1nduatr1al1zed countries. Por tbe7 coneUtute a violation ot tbe ao-called tree lll.rket aJSte•, which 1a all.egedl7 sacred and inviolable. Instead, those industrialized countries have put torvard a zeriea ot concrete
propoeala a11egedl7 deaigntd to "proaote economic developilltnt, 11 Aa a matter ot tact, the
eo-called tree •rket ot tOdaJ baa ntver been tree ever atnce the ••rsence ot .,aopolJ
capital. '!'h1a •rllltt 1a tree onl7 tor monopoly capital and the 1Dduatrial powera and not
tor tbe developing counttrea. In the stxt:lea tor example, the prices ot o11 anc1 - . , ',other
raw •teriala were Jlltpt so low. waa tbat deteratned b7 11 uPPl7 and de•nd? wo, it • •
detera1Dtd arbitrar117, or 11 treel7" • It JOu like, b7 big 110110pol7 capital. To tranatorm
the old inter•tto•l eeoaomlc order • lt 1a imperative to touch this tree ll&l'Jcet 1171te• ot
ga~ protita at tbe expense ot others.
Otblrviae • no •tter how •D7 concrete ~opoaals
tbe auperpowera •1 auba1t or bow auch 110187 tbl7 •7 proaiae. theae in eaaence are aotbliJS
b•t a kind ot alaa and reltet which can at beat teaporar1l7 mitigate a little the ditttcult:lee ot tbl developlJtc coUAtrtea but w111 aot help them aha~ ott exploitation and control. !tie root cause ot their povert7 will still be there. '!'be gap between tbl poor and
rich countr:lee will aep widentDs.
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The oil weapon has opened new vistas tor the ant1-colon1al1at, anti-1Japerialist and
anti-hegemonic struggle 1n the economic tield. The Jce:r to the Yictoriea or the oil
struggle Ues 1n upholding unity and daring to touch what the industrial powers regard
as sacred and inViolable. All raw material-producing countries should get organized
and tight in detence ot their proper interests. some people accuse OPEC ot being a monopoly
organization, a cartel. Wh:r don •t they stop and think that cartels , trusts and
trananational corporations were in'V8ntions ot the industrial powers and that to date the:r
atill weich down heavily on the developing countrtes. Are we to tolerate the injustice
ot the -a1Strates being allowed to burn down houses while the common people are tC>rbidden
to use tire even to light lamps? All the developing countries should unite more closel;r.
It is tr~ that among the developing countries some are in the greatest need. other
countries should give them more help, and the:r ha'¥8 already begun to do so. The neediest
and other developing countries share cor:unon experiences and tace common taslc8. To call
the neediest countries the 11 tourth world" is groundless or ill-intentioned. i'here are
no saviours 1n the world. To develop the national econom:r, a country must persist in
independence and selt-reU.ance. Political independence is not won easil:r, so it is
essential to give play to state sovereignty to eliminate gradually but firmly the forces
ot imperialism and all forces ot colonialism and neo-colonialism. The old international
economic order was evol'V8d over centuries or colonialist and imperialist plunder and
exploitation. It is impossible to thoroughl:r change it at one strolce. The 7th special
session ot the General ASsembl:r is a continuation or the struggle or the 6th special session.
The struggle against exploitation will be a long one. United as one and persisting in
our ertorts, we developing countries will surel:r attain our goal.

Mr

President:

aetore concluding my speech, I would like to state briefly our opinions on the review ot the
UN Charter. we are in tavour ot reviewing the charter and making the necessary amendments.
Nothing in the world is immutable. The situation within and outside the united
Nations has changed, and it is only natural that the charter should be amended accordingly
so as to suit the changed situation. This is common sense. :easing themselves on the
purposes and principles of the charter, man:r countries have put forward views in principle
on the revision ot certain provisions ot the charter, such as expanding the power of the
General ASsembl:r, restricting the power of the security council, changing the canposition
of the security council, lhliting or abolishing the 'V8to right of the states permanent
members of the security council. we think that these views deserve serious consideration.
Since the UN Charter was drawn up by man, why can •t it be revised b:r man? But the
superpowers are greatl:r upset by the changed situation within the united Nations. One
superpower describes the democratic voting in the aeneral Aasembl;r as a "t,yrann:r ot the
majorit;r. 11 The other goes further: at the mere mention Of the phrase "review of the
UN C2'larter," it flies into a rage and breaks into abuse, calling people in tavour of
reviewing the charter "reactionary forces." It mortally tears that it might be deprived
ot its privilege to abuse the veto power. we would advise this "natural ally or the
developing countries" to calm down a bit and not get so exasperated. If :rou are sure
that :rou have the truth, w}V are you so afraid or dissenting views? A review of the
UN Charter is the general trend and popular demand. we believe that a rational solution
acceptable to all can be found so long as the nations, big and small, carry on patient
consultations and repeated diScussions on the basis ot the pruiciple or equal1t7 tor all.
I t anyone still resorts to deliberate obstructions, that can onl:r help people see more
clearl:r who are champions ot the special privileges or the minority. 'lheretore, we submit
that the work of the review of the charter should be continued.
Thank you, Mr president.
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[Text) Peldng, Septeaber 26, 1975 (BSIHHUA)--'Jhe delegation of the China Council tor
the Promtion of International Trade concluded its visit to the United States. Deputy
leader or the delegation Tien Kuang-tao and five others retumed to Peking by air
todq. '!'hey were greeted at the airport by Wang Wen-lin, vice-chairman of the China
C01lllcil tor the Promtion of International Trade, and Lin Ping, director of the American
and Oceanian Affairs Department of the Foreign Ministey. On hand also were George atsh,
obief of the Liaison Office of the United States of Amer~ca in China, and Thomas [name
aa received] J. official of the Liaison Office.

tot Somalia to preside over

Delegation leader Li Chuan had already lett New York

the

opening cer11110n;y of an economic and trade exhibition of the People's Republic of China.
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DHUC SFODSMAH OK KISSINGER 1S UN SPEECH
Peking NCHA in English 1522 GH.l' 26 Sep 75 OW

[Text) PJongyang, Septeaber 26, 1975 (HSillllJA)--The Sp)kesman of the Foreign Ministry
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea issued a statement yesterday to retute the
speech of the u.s. representative to the 30th UN General Assembl)', acoording to KCHA.
The stat.-nt says that at the 30th 'United Nations Geberal Assemb~ on September 22,
u.s. Secretar:r of State 1Cias1nger Sp)ke about the contimed preservation of the armistice
agree~~ent 1n Korea and proposed to the parties concet1ned of the armistice agreement to
convene a conference tor disewssing '1rays 11 to preserve the a1'1111st1ce agreement.

I

It aays: "This 1proposal 1 of the lhited States 1s a replica of the 'draft resolution 1
put forward b7 the u.s. side before the UN General A~sembl)' on the Korean question on
JUne 27 and the contents of a letter sent to the pre~ident of the UN Security council
and there 1s nothing new in it.
"In regard to this question, ve 11ade clear the stand~f our countey through the statement of the Government of the Democratic People's Re blic of Korea dated August 11 and
the .-orandmll of the Foreign Ministry dated August 7. "

The atat. .nt says: "An urgent task for converting Jhe armistice into a durable peace
1n Korea and accelerating the independent and peace~l reunification of Korea is, first
of all, te force all the foreign troops to withdraw trom South Korea and replace the
ara1st1ce agreement with a peace agreement.
"'l'he united States, pretending to be interested in ~ pl'eservation of peace 1n Korea,
1s nov insisting that the al'llistice agreeMnt should be preserved as it is. This 1n
1taelt 11 an inconsistent pittle. "
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TO ICOWCRO'T ,OR lH! PR!IXDENT
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HAKTO 111
MEMORANDUM TO TH! ttR!IlOfNT
,ROMt IICRITARY KIISING!R
l ~!T ,OR ,OUR HOURS TH!I iVfNlNi WXTH CHIN!IE
,OR!IG~ ~!NIITER C~IAO KUAN~HUA AT A,WORKINS OtNN!R,

WE COV!R!O A WID! PANG! Of SUBJECTS tN WHICH AI UIUA~
THI ttRtNCittA~ TH!M! WAS TH! INTERNATIONAL SITUATION,
WITH TMI !MttMAI%8 !liNG ON COUNT!R!NG TH! SOVt!T UNION,
THtl TIMI 1 HOWIV!R, ! OETECTID MORE CONCERN ON TH! PART
0, TH! CHI~ES! ASOUT MOSCOWiS tNtTtATlV!S, PROBAILY OU! TO
BOTH I~YtET OPttORTUN!TI!S !N SOUTHEAST ASIA IN THE WAKE
OP OUR I!T~ACKI AND !N EUROttE IN LIGHT 0' TH! EUROPEAN
I!CURITY CON,!RINC!~ CHlAO WAS IN A VERV ICM!ER AND
ttHILOIO,H!CAL MOODJ MUCH OF OUR DISCUSSION CENT!R!D ON
THII~ MO~E ,RONTA~ OPPOS%T!ON TO THE SOVIITI Q!NIAA~LY
VERSUS THE NIED WE HAVE TO ,URIUE A MORE COMP~!X POLICY
IN VI!~ 0' THE NIED TO SHORE UP OUR OOMEST!C PRONt IN CASE
'JR~ ACTJQN XI REQUIRED AGAINST MOSCOW.
ONC! AlAI~, THE CMlNI.E EMPASIS WAS CON,lNUA~~V ON
THI INTERNATIONAL IITUATION AS OPPOSED TO BX~AT!RAL !ISU!I
IITW!EN Ul SUCH AI NORMAL1!AT%0N O' RILATlONS OR THE TAIWAN tiSUI~
ON THAT ~ATT!R IUIJICT, ! MADE C~IAM THAT WI COULD NOT
COM,L!TI THE NORMALX!ATlON PROCESS ON VOUR TR!P, BUT ADDEO
THAT ~~ VIEW 0, OUR SHAR!D STRAT!Glt OBJ!CTlYIS V!I•A•VlS
IOYZ!T u~rtaN, IT ~OULD II HILP,UL TO SHOW SOM! 'URTHER PROGRESS IN
OUR RILATZONI, CHIAO AGR!~D, BUT HAD NOTHING SPEC%~lC TO
IUGG!&T, PIR TH! UIUA~ CHINII! TACTIC, H! %ND IC.4TED THAT THIV
WOULD AWAIT OUR IUGG!STJONS, AND TH!N HI .QUICKLY TURNED
THE CONVIRITATION lACK TO TH! tNTERNATtONAL SCENE AND HIS
PRtMARV CONCI~N THAT ~AR WAS tN!YITAB~! 8ECAUS! 0, THE
IOVIIT TMRUIT,
MUCM 0,. CHlAOfl CONCERN C!NT!REO AROUND EUROPE
WHICH Ml CO~Tl UIO TO CLAI~ WA$ TH! PRIM! ,OCUS 0, THI
IDYIIT THR!AT RATHIR THAN Al!l. I EMPHAS%~!0 THAT WH!~!
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WE THOUGHT THAT THIR! WAS AT ~lAST AS GREAT A DANG!R TO
CHI~A AI TO !U~O,I, !N !!TH!R CASE THI ULTIMATI THREAT
TO THI U~XTIO ITAT~I EXlST!D, AND tT WOULD 8! TO OUR
lNT!R!ST TO RESIST, H!' U~O!RLtNEO THE HARM,UL LULLING
AIPICT 0, TH! !URO'EAN SECURITY CONFERENCE, 'ART!CUA~RLY
ITS tM,ACT ON TH! ~EAK IURO,IAN ,OLITlCAL STRUCTURES. %
POINTE~ OUT TH! L%~%TED ACTUAL IMPACT OF CSC!, ~HtCH WE
'!LT HAD TO BE CO~CLUD!O QUICKLY IN ORDER tO M!NX~IZ! ITS
IMPORTANCE, AND I U OERL!N!D OUR YtGORDUS !,FORTI WXTH OUR
W!lf!RN ALLl 8 ~~ SUCH AREAS AI PORTUGAL AND !CONOM!C
COOR0t~ATION 1 WI AIR!ID THAT ALTHOUGH TH! PORTUGU!SI
IITUATtON WAI T!MPORAR!L¥ B!TT!R, A LONG HARD STRUGGLE WAS

!NO 0, PAGI ON'
3UIT B!IINNING•
ON 4NIOLA, THIY WIR! CL!ARL~ CO~CERNID ABOUT SOVIET
MACHNATIONI, CHIAO eAZD T~AT THE THR!! ~OCAL ,ACT!ONS
AND INTIRIITID A'RICAN N!IGH80RS SHOU~D RIIOLY! THE PROBLEM,
I POXN+ID OUT' THAT.THI AOB!RTO AND SAYIM81 PORC£8 WOULD
HAVe TO B!· ITR!NITHINID FIRIT,.OR OTH!RW%8! TH! SOYl!T ARMS
THAT WIR' SIINI IUP,LlED TO NlfO WOU~O MAKE TH! ISSU!
ACADIM!Ct l lNOICAT!O TH•T WI WERE TAKING ACTION IN THIS
RIIA"O ANP POlNTID~V lNV!T!D TH! CH1NII! QOO,IRATION THROUGH
THII~ ''RICAN 'AI! OS, H! SEEM!O INTIR!ST!D,
fM.! CHlNII! A~IO SI!MEO ~ONC!RNID ABOUT IOYZ!T MOYEI
IN IOUT,HIAIT ASIA VIA HAN0% 1 IN fHII REGARD I !NO%CATED
OUR Wt~~lNIN!SI TO TA~K TO THE CAMBOOlANS, 8UT SAID THAT
SIHANOU~ IHOULP RIITRA!N HIS RHIYORZC WH!N H! eOM!S TO TH£
UNXT!D NATIONS, CHtAO SEEMED R!C!PTIVI TO A Olj~QIU!
I!TW!!N US AND TMI CA~IOD!ANS 1 BU' IUIGISTID THAT TH!
lNITIATIV! WAS U' TO Ult IN LIGHT OF THEIR H1S,OR%C
S!NSIT!VITlllt MOlT RltENTLV MAVA&U£Z. HI AGR!!O
WH!N I SUIIIITIO T~AT HANO!, IUPPO~TID BV MOScow, COULD
HAY! H!tiMONIAL AMBITIONS !N THE REGION, ,ROM 'HIS
CONYIRSATtON I DITICT!O THAT THE CHINES! MIGHT B!
INOlCATlNI ON IIHAL' 0, THE CAM800lANI ?HAT TH! ~ATTER
W!RI W!~LING TO llllN DIAL!NI WITH us.
ON MORIA, I IM,HASlZED OUR WILLtNINISS TO PtNO A
RIAIONAILI IO~UT10~'t IUT POINTIO OUT THAT IT WAS NOT IN
TH! F"1NE8! J~T!~!IT TO IE! ANpTH!R PREtfPITOU' REOUCT!O~
0, u.a. PORC!e A'T'R %NOOCH1NA• CHlAO SUGGESTED OtR!CT u.s.~ .
NORTH KO.IAN TA~KI 1 l DID ~OT RU~I THI$ OUT, IUT !M,HA8l%EO
THAT ANY OIA~INII WITH NORTH KpRIA QOU~O NOT 8! AT THI
PRICE
ISOLATl~G lOUTH KOREA, CHIAO OOWNGRAOIO THE
lM,ORTANCI O' THI KOAEAN PIOBL!M, AND HE lM,Ll!O THE
CON,RONTAT!ON !!TW!!N THI TWO KORIAS WAS CONTAINABLE ANO
WOU~O NOT LIAD TO ~tLITARV ACTtOM,
CHtAOis IPE!CH TO THI UNITED NATIOHS TWO DAYS AGO WAS
R!LATIVILV ROUGH ON Ul, SO t D!~XB!RAT!LV NEEDLED HlM AT
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TH! OUTS!T 0, OUR M!!TtNG ON H!l RHITOR~C AND K!'T THE
MOOD R!~~TIVI~Y COO~ ON ORO!~ TO PROBE WHITHIR TH!RE HAO
8!EN A ,UNOAMENTA~ SHIFT IN THE CHINESE ~DS%TIONe MY
DY!RALL IM,RISilON IS THAT THEY ARE MORE WORRttD 80TH
AIOU1 SOVX!T MOV!a AND OUR RELATtV! lNAB~~~TV TO O!AL WZTH
THIM, . THUI THIS WAI A I081R CONVIRSATtON.-4T THE SAME
'IMI T~ll TALK MAO! C~!AR THAT THI¥ STl~L NI!O Ul 1 ANO .
TH!ZR C~IAR IMPHAI%8 RIMAlNS ON THE STRATIG%C tNT!RN.TIONA~
IITUATtON RATHIR T"AN ON BtLAT!RA~ QU!STION8~ ! TR!ID TO
liT ACROSS THI POINT THAT TME¥ WAD TO CQO,IRAT! IN GIVING
MORI "OMINTUM TD OUR ll~AT!RAL RI~ATION8MI' I, WI AR! TO B!
TACIT A~L%!1 IN COUNTERING SOVIET HEGEMONY• . ALTHOUGH
IHARINI OUR !IIE~T!AL PERC!PT%0~
TH! SOVIET OANGIR , IN
~0 PARTSCU~AR INITANCE 0!0 THEY INDICATE A CONC~!TE
•zL~ININ!II TO ACT IN CONC!RT TO COUNTER IT, 0~ A WXLL%NGN!SS

0,

· !ND 0, flAG!

TWO

TO 10,,1~ THIJR 'UIL!C CRtTtCXSM 0' US,
IN iHOAT, THI¥ LOOK TOWAAO YOUR V!S!T AI 8EtNI !MIIIORTANT
TO IVMIO~X!E OUR ONWA"D RILATIONIH!P 'OR TMI!R OWN STRATEGIC
CONC!RHI, IUT II!M TO HAY! L!TT~! JDEA AIDUT HOW TO SHOW
,O.WAAO MOYIMINT z~ CONe~ETf TERMS, l MADE CLEAR THAT MY
OCTO!IR TRI' TP IIIIKING SHOULD DI,%NI THI CLIAR fiA~AM!T!R
'OR VOU~ YlltT, CHIAO AIR!!O BUT IUIIIST!D ONC! AQAIN THAT
CONC~ITI lDIAS WOULD HAYI TO COMI 'ROM US, I EXPECT 'TMAT
TMIY WU,L NOT IIIRIII YOU ON NORM-AL.IZATION IIIUI!S, 8UT Wli.L
IOUND TM! THIM!
COUNT!RlNI THE IOVl!TS WHILE DISASRE!ING
WITH OUR TACTJCIJ THIY Wl~L 'R91A8LY G!V! VOU A G!NIRALL¥
RIITRAINIO ANO ~ ~OW•~!¥ NILCOMI. IT ~S STlLL. AN OPIN !SSU!
WHITHIR, ,OR ITIATIIIC PURPOSS., THI¥ WIL~ IE WILLING TO
MOYI AHIAO ON AT ~lAST IOM! BI~~TIRA~ tSSU!S TO SHOW SIGNS
0' Vl1AI.!TY IN OUR R!'-AT!ONIHlPe
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